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TI-[D-T{ARIANAISLANDS - SEPARATE ADMINISlSR_A_'_TO_ SZST_'_-"- , _
PRIOR TO THE CO_ICLUSIONOF THE COMMONWEALTH TALKS

BACKGROUND

FALL i 972

- MSC leadership meet with FHW in Hawaii and request the USG to initiate

action to establish a separate administration before initiating the common-
J

wealth talks, the Marianas noted it ',:anted to avoid confrontation with the

JCFS/COM, but in the alternative the MSC would initiate if the USG insisted.

30 oCTOBER 1972

- OMSN, DOTA, DOJ meet to discuss alternative methods for a separate

administration to protect the integrity of the Mariana negotiations; the propo-

sal included a transferral of jurisdiction over the t.lariana status issues and

over Hariana public lands from the COMto the Mariana Islands by use of a

Secretarial order. This was short of a complete separate administration and

was endorsed by the group as a possible interim approach but was to be

initiated by the USG only after a request from the HSC for ti_is action.

12 APRIL 1973

- HSC and OI.ISN in Washington discuss possibility of separate administra-

..ion for the "_r,orian_s Islands, HSC noted it could not initiate a formal request

at that ti',-_:e but did desire that the USG unilaterally undertake to separate

the administration of the Mariana Islands.

JANUARY 1974

,-i4SC leadership says it is now ready to have i.larianas District Legislature

reouest USG (JW/FHW) to establish separate administration for l.',ariana Islands

p,rior to conclusion of commonwealth talks; Commacho says HDL action could be

..... initiated this February--1974 session but--later-Pangelinan noted that MDL should

not act until August 1974 session.
GEI_ERALLY

The JCFS/COM leadership are adamantly opposed to the separate status talks
!" :,f
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between the Marianas Status Commission and the United States fearing (I) it

would add impetus to further fragmentation_ (2) the potential loss of revenues

to the future GOM that would severely hamper the operations of the new govern-

ment, and (3) by comparison to the superior status of the Harianas and to the

benefits to accrue to the future commonwealth, Micronesia would eventually be

drawn to closer association with the USG as a natural consequence of the high

expectations of the people at thelvillage level wilich the GOMcould not meet

unaer Tree association.. "...........

The TTPI has chosen to disassociate itself from recognizing the separate
talks and to take a "neutral" stance so as to facilitate its administration of '

Micronesia. Expatria-:e personnel at the TTPI headquarters, however, are

not sympathetic to the territorial arrangement now being negotiated, believing

that the Marianas should remain within the larger Micronesian family. The

#_erican personnel in the Marianas district and at the headquarters level

are generally fearful of their job security under a more Micronized
GOHadministration and do not foresee a futurefo-r- {hems-eiv-es in a new

Marianas Commonwealth government administration. In their view, a move by

the TTPI or new GOMfrom Saipan to another district could be used by the Micro-

nesians as an excuse to sever expatriate relationships to and jobs in the new

GOMadministration. Hicronesians employed at the headquarters level also

oppose Marianas separatism as many also have doubts about their ov,n job

security and in the case of Micronesian employees from other districts, concern

over local investm, ents in Marianas land they have made as a consequence of

their location at th_ TTPI he_u,uarters in Saipan Generally, opposition to

I,_arianas separatism from the !,_icronesians stems from the jealousies arising

"_,_- LUSfrom the foreseen accelerated development of the l,_arianas as opposed to __a

II .i_i .Li._quo or "stagnation" of tile local econoinies of the o_ner districts and from _,e

loss to the future GOI,Iof the large revenues to be generated from U.S. military

activities in the [,iarianas.

On the other hand, the i,larianas leadership would prefer to have a separate

administration prefe.-ably prior to resolution of the cor.'monv,,ealth issue. This

2 b ;'{ C L ;' _ g• ._iit-,T _-.-_.
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would enable them to assume more control over locally derived revenues now al]o-

I
cated to the COM and to remove themselves from the dominance of tile other five i

districts in the general policy making process of the COM in enacting legisla-

tion affecting the M&rianas. The Marianas leadership has in the past objected

to the influence of .the High Commissioner and his staff and from the District

Administration, who}n"they feel inhibit the expression of local views and whorl

they feel arbitrarily impose policy guidelines upon the Marianas at the expense

of the realization of local development goals. The Marianas leadership, however,

now indicates it is willing to initiate a request at this time or in the late

summer for a separate administration from the remainder of Micronesia. Their

prior reluctance could perhaps have been attributable to fears of retaliation

from the COM and its use of Marianas' revenues and from the uncertainty as to

what a separate Marianas administration would entail. In particular, they

earlier noted that local political leadership for the future Marianas govern-

r,-,ent has not yet solidified and additional time would be required to establish

political balances and to agree to local leadership roles.

Dissident business and political leaders and minority interests (the Caro-

linian community) in the Marianas, however, are becoming more expressive in

their reluctance to become a permanent member of the U.S. political family and

have not yet made tile same degree of commitz._ent toward Commonwealth status as

members of the Marianas District Legislature and municipal councils. These

groups appear to prefer to maintain the status quo or support free association

so as to protect their relative power and to insure their relative autonomy

• .L _ ,from governr.,ental scrutiny into _h_ir activities The Marianas members

of the COM (while professing support of commonwealth) also seem to have

reversed their assessment of their roles in the COMand have consequently

become open supporters of legislation usually originating from supporters of

3
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the free association status, e.g., a bill to formalize the JCFS and expand its

membership to include traditional leadership; a bill to transfer public lands

to district legal entities; a bill establishing district governments; and

legislation to effect more control over executive activities and appointments..

In summary, the political objectives in the Marianas, rather than becoming

more clear.and precis- _ as the commonwealth negotiations continue, appear to

have become more uncertain. As local residents become more familiar with the

more complex issues and their implication of permanent association w.ith the

'Unil;ed--States,-the dissident elements have expanded their efforts to-exploit

growing fears and uncertainty, e.g., the application of U.S. laws, tax burdens,

__U.S._.ei_i nent domai n powers, the ._po).__e_r._o_f.t _he_U_.S_:._C_ongr_es_s_to .enact_._]_eg_i_s.--- _

lation affecting the internal affairs of the Marianas. ".................

SPECIFICALLY

t

I. TTPI Headquarters/COM Capital ,_...,_... .
'__.F _ -__'_'

The TTPI dep_:rtments and divisions provide direct support to_nd

policy guidance (through issuance of regulations and opinions) affecting the

Hariana Islands, e.g. issuance OT no,,_esLe_d perml_s, licen_e to foreign and

local businesses, issuances of leases to public lands, public works facilities,

and infrastructure. This support has not been well received by the district

. L_,_t ,.n_,r views have been ignored and that theleadership as they believe ..... _'

TTPI ilas arbitrarily imposed its own policies on the Marianas district.

Nevertheless, infrastructure established to support the TTPI headquarters

indirectly benefits the Mariana Islands, e.g., electricity, roads, hospitals,

docks, communcations, nov,ever, some expatriate personnel of the TTPI and many

of the Hicronesian employees of the COMand TTPI have continued to voice their

opposition to a separate political status for the Marianas Islands. Job inse-
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curity is largely responsible for their opposition, t
I

2. Revenue Sharin 9

Much of the local economic growth and dollar flow is derived directly

or indirectly from the salaries of the TTPI staff, from salaries of the

Marianas employees of the TTPI and district administration, and from the over-

all expenditure of the TTPI for its own headquarters support.
.......................... __.

All revenues collected in the Marianas pursuant to TTPI laws and-all .....

revenues from public lands in the Mariana Islands are deposited into the

General Fund of the Congress of Micronesia for their appropriation. Legisla-

tion has been introduced in the 1974 COM that will (1) return revenues from

the use of public lands in the Marianas to the Marianas district; and (2) return

at least 50% of all locally collected revenues to the Marianas. district. Final

action on these measures by the COld is uncertain at the present time.

The Marianas has consistently maintained that it should receive more

benefits from the COM in the form of appropriation measures so as to more

accurately reflect the large contributions of the district to the General Fund

(over I/3 of all revenues). The Marianas also believes that the TTPI budget

for economic development of Nicronesia largely emphasizes the other districts

to the detriment of the Harianas own economic development potential. -.

3. Public Lands

The TTPI use of public lands in the [,larianas is largely for adminis-

tration of all of t,licronesia.

The COH also maintains its headquarters at the TTPI complex area and

housing for its employees and officers is also on Saipan. All public land in

the Marianas is subject to the jurisdiction of the COMand to the laws and

regulations of the TTPI. Proposed public land legislation would return all

public lands not ncw actively used or contemplated for use by the TTPI to a

1_ "' I..
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legal entity created by the Mariana Islands District Legislature. Military reten-

tion areas would not be returned by the USGat this time. As noted in 2 above,

with transfer of public lands, all rentals & revenues derived from the use of

these lands will be deposited into the Genera] Fund of the district legislature.

Some of these lands on Tinian will be required under U.S. military !and require-

ments and any payment made will be made directly to the district (assuming that

the public lands have been transferred from the jurisdiction of the COM). Co;_:-

pletiDn:of land surw__ys and land adjudication of the public lands in the Mari-

anas will be made possible by special appropriation from the U.S. Congress.

After tile return of public lands, the local entity will be vested with the

responsibility for m,_nagement of the lands. Tile-district land management offices

under the general jurisdiction of the Chief of Lands and Surveys will be respon-

sible only for the public lands retained and under use by the TTP_.

4. Political Education

Currently, the TTPI, JCFS, and MSC ha_e all undertaken political educa-

tion activities in the Mariana Islands. The impact of these activities, on

the local residents does not help to present a clear picture of the separate

status negotiations with the Mariana Islands or the Commonv.,ealthstatus issues

now being ne=oclacec, The conceots of Free association and independence toge-

ther with commonwealth are being vocalized to the people by the TTPI and funds

from the U.S. for political education are being used partially to support this

kind of activity in the .... "J.J_anas. The JCFS, on the other hand, emphasizes

free association and independence and openly criticizes per_._anent association

with the United States and U.S. land requirements. Tlle I.',SChas requested U.S.

grant funds to support its own political education efforts. At present, it is

the only effective group focusing local attention the the commonwealth issues.

..... f ::!6 _ -, L ._ S c I:
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5, JCFS Status Neo,otiations

The JCFS continues to insist that the Mariana Islands must be included

in any future politicalstatus arrangementconcludedwith the U.S. and has yet

to recognize the separate Commonwealthstatus negotiations. The JCFS has also

insisted that the complete range of status options to be presented to the

people of Micronesia must also be presented to the Mariana Islandsresidents.The

l'iarianascontinue to be includedon the JCFS negotiatingteam and in financialarr-

angements for Hicronesia under free association;U.S. land requirementsfor the

I4arianaIsjands,a]thoughdeleted from the_Compact,have received increaseda_c.ten-

tion by the JCFS in its talks with other districts and in their discussionswith
...............................

the people of the Hariana Islands. It is the positionof the JCFS that U.S.

payments for land requirementsin the Mariana Islandsvrillbe included in the

funds to be made available by the USG to the future GOM under free association.

6. ConstitutionalConvention

The COMinsists that the Marianas must participate in any future Micro-

nesian Constitutional Convention because the COMis not legally empo;._eredto

exclude any district from participation. U.S. funds for the COMconvention

have already been made available. By participation in a future I.iicronesian

Constitutional Convention, the I,',arianas will confuse local residents

as to v,netler it will be pursuing a Commonwealth status with a right to its

own separate constitution or _,,,hether the 14arianas v,ill be opting for a free

association status operating under a _.licronesian-wide constitution. The extent

oi_ tile .,orianas participation in the COMconstitutional convention _.lay determine

the magnitude of local confusion especially as to issues of revenue sharing,

participation in the future GOM.auolicabilitv of laws. and the deoree of local

autonomy of the districts within the Kicronesian political family.

--P rConcurrently, the USGhas discussed with the MSC plans ,o funding a

Harianas Constitutional Convention. It will be difficult to obtain U.S. ....

7 'j ;, u._ .x _ i- ,- u
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Congressional concurr_'nce for funds to support a separate Marianas convention

if the Marianas remain a full participant in the Micronesian Constitutional

Convention which has already received U.S. Congressional support and funds.

7. Marianas Participation in the COM

To date the Marianas COM Delegation has maintained a low profile in

the COM on the separate Marianas talks. Recently, however, the delegation

has become more actively involved in Micronesian-wide issues and has even

sponsored legislation to: (1) return public lands to Micronesia; (2) establish '_
I

a new charter for the JCFS and to broaden its membership; (3) increase the

Micronization of the TTPI Administration; (4) establish more district autonomy

through the chartering of district governments; (5) increase the funding for

i
Micronesian CIP; and (6) insure Micronesian representation at the U.N. LOS

conference in Venezuela. Some of this activity may be the result of local

desires and pressures to insure that the Marianas receives its fair share of

COM appropriations or may be an attempt to convince dissident groups that they

intend to keep all status options open.

Undoubtedly, the current members of the 1,_arianas COI,l Delegation derive

many economic opportunities as a consequence of their stature and they would

no doubt oppose their removal from the COMas any consequence of a separate

administration. Some of these individuals view their COM roles as an added

opportunity to furthe.r local political ambitions in the Harianas and a few i_ave

fully utilized the COMas a form for rallying the support of local Marianas

residents to popular causes sponsored by them.

The continued Marianas participation in the COI,l and their support of

JCFS negotiating strategy and de_.;ands does not clarify their support for the

commonwealth talks. This results in a ..,eakening of their leadership to the

Marianas people and diffuses their efforts to obtain local support for the

i._arianas status goals.

8 J C Si p, :lE
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COI_CLUSIONS

A future political status for the Mariana Islands remains unfocused at

levels below the Marianas District leadership. Local dissident elements

(businessmen, expatriates, Carolinan community) opposed to a pem_anent union

with the United States and opposed to a U.S. military presence in the Marianas

are becoming more vocal and active in the Marianas.

Under the current situation, the COMand JCFS will be able to continue to

insert their influence into the Mariana status talks by the fact of COMinflu-

ence over: (1) allocation of the revenues derived from the Mariana Islands;

(2) public lands in the Marianas; (3) the future participation of the Marianas

in the Micronesian Constitutional Convention; (4) review of the TTPI budget

including the Mariane.s as an integral part of the TTPI budget for all the

districts of Micronesia; (5) political education programs conducted by the JCFS

in the Mariana Islands; and (6) control over TTPI-wide laws applicable to the

Harianas affecting local foreign investment policies, fishing and agricultural

development_ territorial seas, loan funds, homesteading, shipping laws. This

COM influence appears to have prompted the Marianas COM Delegation to increase

their involvement in purely TTPI-wide matters and to continue their support to

the OCFS objectives in the free association talks, e.g., they continue to permit

the JCFS to include the l,_arianas as a basis for the JCFS fiP, ancial demands for

the future GOH, have supported the reorganization of the JCFS and other purely

free association issues, and they have participated in and helped to facilitate

JCFS political status meetings in the Harianas.

The i,larianas ]ee#ersi_ip_ however, is no;i willing to request the USG to

initiate acl;ion to establish a separate administration for the Mariana Islands.

Although not verbal;zeal, it appears they would desire to remove the COM influ-

ence from those issues listed above. The district leadership remains.

• - '" i',, ! _-,9 LI C LA S I E
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in conflict with the leadership of the TTPI and district administration on

the grounds that the _TPI arbitrarily imposes its own policies upon the

Marianas without due consideration being given to local desire or local devel-

opment goals. They would prefer greater local autonomy from the TTPI adminis-

tration while still receiving the benefts of the TTPI governmental infrastruc-

ture and funding. As to the latter point, it appears that they would prefer

to operate within the present governmental structure and operational scheme

but only upon assurances that they could control the policies inherent in

those systems that have direct bearing on the Marianas.

For its part, the TTPI does provide essential governmental support services

and facilities to the Mariana Islands and provides a source of income, direct

and indirect, that act as a stimulus to local development and employment

opportunities. Overall, the TTPI is not in open support of the separate talks

and has chosen to ignore their continuation. It is assumed that they do not

wish to appear to be supporting fragmentation and that a "neutral "stance better

enhances administration of the TTPI as a whole.

The TTPI executive branch continues to conduct p61itical education programs

in the I,_arianas that do not emphasize commonwealth or focus attention on the

separate status talks but instead presents commonwealth status equally with fr_e

association and independence. Many TTPI personnel have openly opposed

separate status talks and a U.S. military presence in the Mariana Islands, and

h_ve attempted to ini"luence local business and political leaders toward

re_r,aining in the lar(ler Hicronesian political family.

Until support for the commonwealth status has been crystal ized and until

local attention is focused more on the commonwealth talks, opponents of com::!or:-

wealth (JCFS, cnM_,,,dissidents) will continue to erode popular support for the

10 C L"A +S I ,-
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new separate sta u . 1"ong as the status picture for the Marianas remains

doubtful in the minds of the Marianas residents and as long as the Marianas

le:.J:;'_'nip appears to be subject to the influence of the COM, the early success

for the commonwealth talks will be uncertain.

OPTIONS

I.

A. U.S. action without obtaining a formal request from the MSCfor separate
administration -.

PRO

I. Retains U.S. initiative to formulate the structure of the separate

administration and to.the timing of the move.

2. Would demonst_ate to the JCFS/COMand district leaderships the ability

of the U.S. to move decisively to protect its interests without regard to

criticism.

3. Would formalize the separate status objectives of the USG/MSCfor the

Marianas. t /_

4. Would provide a psychological brake between the Marianas and Micro-

nesia and focus attention of local residents on the Com;,-Jonwealthstatus and

away from free association as promoted by the COM/JCFS.

CON

I. Would appear to be arbitrary action by the USGwithout local consultation.

2. Would receive criticism from the U.N., COM, JCFS and the U.S. Congress

and dissident elements in the Marianas.

3. Might produce a hardened negative reaction by the JCFS in ti_e free

association talks by creating an element of suspicion and distrust of the USG

to negotiate in good faith for the resolution of its objectives and interests

(i.e., could raise fears that the USGwould use eminent domain to obtain its

military land requir_-ments).

'_4k  st
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• ZE_ U.S. action in response to a formal request from the MSC/Marianas District
Legislature for separate administration

PRO

I. Would be another step to formalize the commonwealth status talks taken

at the request of the Marianas District.

2. Would receive less criticism from the U.N., COM, JCFS, and dissident

Harianas elements.

3. Would be interpreted as a full expression of the local residents for

a desire to finalize the break, from Micronesia and to unify in the effort to

persuade commonweal th.

4. Would add impetus to the co,_monwealth status talks and transition

periods through broader support of these objectives.

5, Would enable the U.S. to implement transition measures more fully and in

response to local desires

CON

I. May not be possible for the Harianas to obtain the consent of the

district legislature or the people for some time and time is of the essence if

such a move for separate administration is to produce effective and desired

results.

2. A failure in the attempt to obtain local support for a separate admin-

istration could be interpreted as a lessening of local support for commolT,,;ealth

and could strengthen dissident elements in the 14arianas against coi:m_onwealth.

3. If the attempt is successful, a separate administration move could be

used by other districts seeking separate talks and a separate administration

and would add to the fragmentation movement in _,iicronesia.

411 57
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II.

A. Complete Separate Administration

PRO

l. Would provide the largest degree of local self-autono3_y>to the Marianas.

2. l lould give a psychological uplift to the local residents and give impe-

tus to continue toward early resolution of the commonwealth talks with insti-

tution of their own local government through a Marianas Constitutional Conven-

tion.

3. Would remove most of the friction now existing between local political

leaders and the current TTPI headquarters staff.

4. Would enable the U.S. to implement commonwealth provisions at an earlier

date, especially as regards U.S. laws/programs, federals-courts, etc.

5. Would more ccmpletely protect the integrity of the commonwealth talks.

CON

l. Would not be feasible; technical and budgetary support would still be

required from TTPI aclministration and the High Commissioner would need to

retain final authority over local policies.

2. Basic governmental infrastructure of ;%rianas would still be a part of

overall TTPI governmental infrastructure_ e.g., courts and appeals, budget

support_ staff support to district offices; duplicative governmental support

structures would not be practical.

3. L'ould receiw. _ opposition from the U.N., COM,JCFS and dissident elements

in the TTPI headquar:ers staff and in the Marianas district.

4. Could add impetus for separate talks from other districts.

5 _ Lag _ I.,- I Eu
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B. Partial Separate Administration

I. Removal of jurisdiction over Marianas status talks, I,larianas public lands,

and Narianas Constitutional Convention from the COM.

PRO

a. Would be a minimum approach that could protect the separate commonwealth

talks and retain current TTPI governmental support.

b. Would still erable the Marianas to function within the TTPI administra-

tive system without maximum adaptations.

c. Would be a display of U.S. action to preserve its interests in the

Marianas and convince JCFS/COM of U.S. resolve to prohibit their interference

in the commonwealth talks.

d. Could serve to unite the Narianas community behind U.S./MSC common-

wealth talks by showing U.S. interests in the Marianas confrontation with

the COM.

e. Would still enable the b_arianas to participate in the Micronesian-wide

affairs and would preserve the option of the Marianas returning to the Micro-

nesian political family.

f. Would enable the l.larianas to proceed with their own objectives in

i_ar.dling public lands, a consti _, _" L_us oJjecL es,_uL_onal convention and s .... _: _iv .

g. _,!ould receive the least criticism from the U.N., COM, JCFS and dissi-

dent. el ements.

COlt

a. l,!ould foreclose _._arianas status options by re',noving them from determi-

nation in the Nicronesian constitution of their role in a future GOMunder free

association.

b. l,lould still leave _,larianas in COH and subject to its control, e.g., the

allocation of revenues.

14 U ii CLASS I l:t
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c. Would provoke COM/JCFS/loca] dissidents into more criticism and

opposition to commonwealth.

d. May be opposed by U.N. and U.S. Congress as an attempt to unduly

influence status optic)ns for the Marianas.

2. Option "A" plus establishing a charter for a Marianas District Govern-

ment and placing control over revenues derived under TTPI laws ',_ith the new

Marianas chartered government.

PRO

a. Would insulate the Marianas from retaliatory reaction from the COM

and would remove the ,major obstacle and concern of the district in its dealings

with the U.S. and with the COM.

b. Could enable the Marianas to function under the'_#urrent TTPI adminis-

trative system for support and funding from the USG and would not require

massive reorganization of the TTPI administrative system.

c. Would establish a maximum amount of local self-government before common-

wealth status and transition period and yet retain I._arianas participation in

COMon all matters relative to Marianas (excepting appropriation of revenues).

d. Would [_cus local attention on F,arianas co_T,on;-,,ealth objectives.

e. Could act as incentive for the COI,I to direct its efforts at establishing

more precise objectives for self-govern_;ent in the remaining districts and for

more realistic economic development goals and objectives for economic self-

sufficiency.

CON

a. May pit new local government against TTPI ad:,_inistl-ation for final auth-

ority over local matters.

b. May provoke local turmoil among political and business groups for

c_etermination of which is to control local government and ;.,'he tile new leaders

will be. _] iJ C L A $ $ I i- I - i]
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c. Would still have Marianas under the influence of the COM/JCFS by

Marianas participation in the COM and JCFS, especially as they relate to laws

controlling foreign investment business applications, fishing rights, terri-

torial limits, etc.

d. Attention to organization of new government may delay commonwealth

tal ks.

e. May stimulate requests from other separatist-minded districts so as

to promote fragmentation in Micronesia.

3. Options "A" pIL_S "B" plus removal of the Marianas from the COM, contin-

uation of all effective TTPI laws and regulations in Marianas with a right of

the new Government of Marianas to amend or repeal those TTPI laws/regulations

so long as they are consistent with laws of USG, Secretarial Orders, and

commonwealth agreement (and Marianas Constitution when formulated).

PRO

a. Could serve as an interim step until the Marianas commonwealth government

is established.

b. Would permit maximum separation of Marianas and yet permit the new

local government to function within the general administrative framev, ork of

the TTPI.

c. Would permit the local government to obtain continuing budgetary and

staff support of the TTPI.

d. Would retain final authority in the U.S./TTPI over the _,larianas.

e. Would permarently separate the COM/JCFS influences from tile Marianas

issues.

f. Would maximize the psychological support of the separate commonwealth

status talks and local objectives.

g. Would evidence desire and intent of the USG to move tov, ard implementing

an interim government for tn_'_ new commonwealth. ' U ;_" C L A S o I "-i- I -"
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CON

a. Would require some duplicative support functions for tile Marianas from

the TTPI administration, e.g., courts, public works, budget.

b• Would pit the new Government of the Marianas against tile TTPI admin-

istration for control over final authority in matters relating to tile Marianas.

c. l,'ould focus attention on local autonomy and detract from the common-

wealth talks, resulting in time delay to completion of commonwealth talks.

d. /ay provoke local turmoil among political and business groups for deter-

mination of which is to control local government and who the new leaders will be.

C. Status quo

PRO

I. Would keep full range of U.S. options open.

2. U.S• would not have to take action that might later have to be

retracted (if /•ISC opts for free association).

3. Would place pressure on HSC/Marianas District to initiate a request

for the USG to take action and to obtain full local support for their request.

4. _,,ould enable the I,ISC to continue to participate in Micronesian-wide

matters and test Lh_ir commitment to commonwealth while perhaps exerting

influence over the other districts to opt for a more close status relationship

v'ith the U.S. than contemplated under free association.

5. l.!ould ",eep L.S. from U.N.,COi,!,JCFS and U.S. Congressional criticism.

CON

I. Would permit uncertainty over status objectives in the I,larianas to

continue•

2 l.!ould permit the COI,I/JCFS to continue to in_=rject their influence

into local status issues,

3. Would enable the COMto continue to influence the I,iarianas leadersi_ip

by controlling distribution of local revenues and subjecting the b'_arianas to
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TTPI-wide laws.

4. Would permit COMIJCFSIMSC to retain control over status initiatives.

RECOMMENDATION

To crystalize support for the commonwealth status and to remove undue

influence upon the Marianas leadership by the COM/JCFS, it is recommended

that the U.S. undertake to effect a partial separate administration for the

Marianas Islands District. This action should be undertaken, however, only

upon a request from the Marianas District Legislature.

.............................................................................................

Of those partial administrative options, it appears that Option II, B, 2

(removal of the COM jurisdiction over the Marianas from status, public lands

and the constitutional convention plus chartering of a district government

with the right to control revenues collecting in the Marianas under TTPI laws)

would best serve the interests of the U.S. in the long run in its negotiating

postures and in its continuing administrative responsibilities for and control

over the Marianas district during the remainder of the Trusteeship and as

a follow-on requirement after the commonwealth agreement is negotiated. It

could also serve as an interim step for the transition of the Marianas into

its commonwealth government.

Option II, B, 2, in effecting a chartered district governL-,ent would delay

the commonwealth status talks in the short-term and would serve to stimulate

local political friction as groups locally vie for control over and leadership

in the new chartered government. The I.ISC may interject its opposition on the

basis that the new government should be formulated upon the "ad hoc" study

group recommendations and technical studies. However, the U.S. can alleviate

these fears by fi_ly establishing the interim status of that government and

tilat the MSC leadership in the COM has itself promoted more local self-gove_m-

ment thl'ough the chartering of district governments. In the long ,'un, this
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option best serves the interests of the U.S. by providing a more solidified

basis and more broad local support for the new commonwealth status. At

present, local support for commonwealth is too uncertain to secure its future

success if local residents are presented with the option to retain their

relationships with _hL remainder of Micronesia. This becomes especially ':

significant if the JCFS is successful in its efforts to fashion a future i

GOMand a free association status option that would appeal to the Marianas

residents by preserving a degree of local autonomy and assurances of continued

U.S. support that they are now seeking under commonwealth arrangement.

Establishing a char£e6ed government for the Marianas under this option would

serve to focus the attention of local residents towards the new commonwealth

arrangements and would psychologically sever their connections with the COM

and future GOM, so as to counter the COM/JCFS attempts to retain Marianas

participation in their future GOMpolitical family.

U.S. initiatives under this option could also benefit the U.S. in its

free association negotiations with the COM/JCFS by forcefully demonstrating

the U.S. intent to promote local self-government and to protect its basic

self-interests.
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